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$ 6,700*
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Smart Towel
Locker

The Smart Towel Locker is made of stainless steel. Suitable for
outdoor and indoor use. It consists of two separate compartments: for
clean and soiled items.
Audiovisual notice, if a clean items compartment is almost
empty or compartment for dirty items filled.
Access by RFID cards, wristbands, chips.
Anti-theft function.

Features of the cabinet for issue and return towels. 
Informs staff if clean things are coming to an end or staff need to
empty the contaminated hopper.
Prevent towel theft.
Dimensions: 
       - Length 6,89 ft (2,1 m)   Width 3,28 ft (1 m )  Height 6,56 ft (2 m)
Set: 
      -  Rack with wheels for clean items;
      -  Trolley with wheels for dirty Items;
      -  Inside illumination;
      -  2 pcs. RFID medium-range reader for reading the amount of
items in a clean and dirty hopper. Reader size 9in x 9in x 2,5in (23cm
x 23cm x 6cm)
Own software «Anti-Theft / Inventory» is installed on any computer.
Supplied fully ready and configured to work.

Small size anti-theft
system 

Entrance 1,5m / 5ft

Autonomous system or Software "Inventory" + theft protection. is installed
on any computer, one license for OS Windows. It can monitor several entrances
simultaneously. Ethernet connection RJ45. 
Kit:  RFID long-range reader F-930 - 1 pc. Reader size 17,7in x 17,7in x 2.5in
(45cm x 45cm x 6cm). Power supply — 1 pc., mounting kit — 1pc., Software — 1
license. Installed above the entrance. Can be installed hidden inside the ceiling.
The height of the installation is up to 4m / 13ft. The width of the entrance is up to
1.5m / 5ft. Sends a message on the screen of any computer, a sound alarm. The
system has a built-in function to block the electromagnetic lock, turnstile,
additionally connect the alarm and flashlight. .
Tags reusable textile at $ 0.52 per unit.**  1000 pcs. included 

* The price is for the complete kit: cabinet, readers, power supplies, mounting kit, Software,
Anti-theft System, Tags.

** Tag serves the entire life of the item. More information here: http://www.fresh222.us/rfid.php

Smart Towel Loker Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3nUMuPOlGZI
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